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The politicization and framing of migration in West
Africa: transition to democracy as a game changer?

Omar N. Cham a and Ilke Adam b

ABSTRACT
Migration was prominently set on West African political agendas with Europe’s increasing pressure for
cooperation since the 2000s. Notwithstanding, we have hardly any insights about how politicized
migration is in that region, how West African policymakers frame migration and why. Relying on
newspaper data, we analyse the politicization and framing of migration in the Gambia from 2009 to
2020. This small West African state with very high emigration to Europe is a good case study to verify
the so-called ‘regime effect’ in migration policymaking because it underwent a democratic transition in
2016. The analysis shows that the transition to democracy did not lead so much to a policy change, but
to a change of migration politics on the most salient sub-issue: cooperation on forced return with
migrant-receiving states. We show that democratization led to a clear multiplication of national and
international claims-makers on this topic, polarizing policy positions for and against cooperation, and a
diversification of justification frames. The paper shows how democratic policymakers in the Global
South, differently from autocracies or Western democratic states, struggle with creative and diversifying
justification frames to cater the needs of both international donors and electorates.
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INTRODUCTION

Following the 2015European ‘refugee reception crisis’, the EuropeanUnion (EU) and itsmember
states have started to intensify cooperation with migrant-sending and transit countries. The main
objectives of these cooperations are to strengthen border security and enforce policies on the return
of irregular migrants. Despite a comparatively small population of about 2 million (World Bank,
2018), the Gambia has witnessed a significant number of its population embark on this journey to
Europe. The country is considered as the ‘largest sender country of irregular migrants as a percen-
tage of total population’ (Bah&Batista, 2019, p. 41). An estimated total of 45,000Gambians have
arrived inEurope through irregularmeans between 2009 and 2018, and thisfigure representsmore
than 2% of the country’s total population (Frontex, 2019). Amid the process of intensifying EU
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cooperation with migrant-sending countries, in 2016 the Gambia witnessed a peaceful transition
to democracy. While the former autocratic regime loudly voiced its uncooperative relationship
with the EU, especially on return and readmission of irregular migrants, the new democratic gov-
ernment originally embraced a friendlier stance towards the West and actively cooperated on the
return and readmission of irregular migrants. This cooperative attitude, however, shifted rapidly
after a protest and growing opposition by citizens. A temporal moratorium on forced return was
announced on 8March 2019 and lifted again on 1 January 2020. The new democratic government
thus seems to hesitate on its policy regarding cooperation with Western countries on the forcible
return of its citizens. This paper will provide insights on why that is so.

What is the impact of the democratic transition in the Gambia on the policies and politics of
(EU) migration cooperation? In Western-centred academic debates on the theories of migration
policymaking, several authors have suggested that there is a ‘regime effect’ (Natter, 2018, p. 2).
They argue, for example, that liberal democracies have a tendency to liberal immigration policies
because of economic liberalism (Hollifield, 1992), lobbying (Freeman, 1995) or adherence to
human rights (Hollifield, 1992; Joppke, 1998). Others argue that authoritarian regimes have par-
ticular emigration policies, as population control beyond borders helps to assure regime survival
(Tsourapas, 2018). The type of political regime – a democracy versus an authoritarian state – is
thus assumed to have an impact on the type of migration policies developed (Natter, 2018).
Authoritarian regimes are supposed to have different migration policies than democratic regimes,
and a democratic transition is supposed to alter themigration policies of a country. In this paper,we
want tomove beyond the influence of the democratic transition onmigration policies (the outcome
of political struggles), and also verify the change inmigration politics (the political struggles and its
processes). We analyse this possible change in migration politics by focusing on the possible
changes in the politicization of migration, and on the framing of migration by political actors.1

Toanalyse the alteredmigration politics in theGambia after the democratic transition,we rely on
a press analysis of the major Gambian written press outlets and combine a political-claims-making
analysis (Koopmans&Statham, 1999) with a (critical) frame analysis (combiningVerloo, 2005; and
Helbling, 2014). In afirst step, bymeans of a political-claims analysis,we analysewhether the regime
change led to politicization in the media, and if yes, which topics become salient and when. In a
second step, we deepen our analysis of the most politicized migration topic, namely (non-
)cooperation on forced return, by means of a frame analysis. This frame analysis gives first insights
into the drivers ofmigration cooperation on forced return after regime change. It does so by shedding
light onwho the claims-makers are,what their claims are andhow they frame the issue – bywhichwe
mean: how they define the problem, the cause of the problem and the solution for the problem; who
they thinkneeds to take action; andhow they justify the positions they take.Our frame analysis of the
written press thus paints a portrait of the actors, their ideas and their interests, which is quintessential
knowledge for each policymaking analysis that enquires about the drivers of policy change.

The results show an increasing politicization of migration in the Gambian media after the
democratic transition, and particularly on one topic: cooperation with the EU on the forcible
return of emigrated citizens. We show that it is not so much the policies of cooperation on forced
return that changed with the democratic transition (as forcible returns fluctuate but continue
after the democratic transition similar as during autocracy), but the politics, and in case, the
increasing claims, saliency of the debate and polarization. We see a clear multiplication of
claims-makers on this most salient migration topic since the regime change: a diversifying set
of national political actors now publicly pronounces on this topic, and also international organ-
izations and local civil society actor’s (civil society leaders, returnees and citizens). We also wit-
ness contrasting policy positions for and against cooperation. Moreover, we see a diversification
and a shift of justification frames of the actor’s policy positions on (non-)cooperation. Actors
legitimate their positions on cooperation differently during the authoritarian regime of Yahya
Jammeh and during the new democratic government under the leadership of Adama Barrow.
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While the former President Yahya Jammeh uses a more identity-related ‘postcolonial resistance’
frame as justification for non-cooperation, after the transition, the frames legitimizing actors’
positions on (non-)cooperation to deportation diversify and alter. Moral, utilitarian and postco-
lonial resistance frames are now put forward to justify (non-)cooperation.

This analysis contributes to a broader understanding of the possible effects of the political
regime in migration policymaking, especially in the context of Global South countries that are
the target of EU migration cooperation. It also offers insights into the complexifying drivers
of migration policymaking in a newly democratic West African state, which is increasingly
caught between diversifying voices of civil society and political actors, on the one hand, and
demands of international donors, on the other. Like Adam et al. (2020), we thus clearly show
howWest African democratic migration politics cannot be studied otherwise than as intermestic
politics, reflecting the dynamic interplay of international and domestic interests (Adam et al.,
2020; Rosenblum, 2004). Different than Adam et al. (2020), however, we demonstrate not
only how this dynamic interplay between domestic and international interests affects the prior-
itization of interests by West African policymakers, but also the rich variety of justification
frames.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section situates how the paper
contributes to three bodies of literature: migration policy theories, scholarly explanations of EU
external cooperation (or ‘Europeanization beyond Europe’) and academic debates on ‘framing’
migration. The third section contextualizes the Gambian case study by presenting a brief back-
ground of migration patterns, and by describing the features of the democratic transition and the
media in the Gambia. The fourth section presents the methodology. The fifth section presents
the findings. Finally, the sixth section concludes and discusses avenues for further research.

TOWARDS MIGRATION POLICY THEORIES FOR THE GLOBAL SOUTH

In this section we situate the paper in three academic debates and highlight how it contributes to
these and advances towards a migration policy theory for Global South states.

Migration policy theories have for long mainly focused on so-called ‘host countries’ in the
Global North (Tsourapas, 2017). By this limited geographical focus, the authors have ‘implicitly
assumed a political regime effect’ (Natter, 2018, p. 2) wherein elections, public opinion and con-
stitutional rights are assumed to influence the type of migration policies developed. More recent
writings question the migration policy theories developed in the Global North in two regards.
First, they question the existence of a ‘regime effect’ (Natter, 2018); and second, they demon-
strate that the theories developed in the Global North are difficult to apply in different geo-
graphical contexts (Adam et al., 2020; Adamson & Tsourapas, 2019; Natter, 2018, 2021).
These authors point to different drivers of migration policies in the Global South than those
dominant in studies on the Global North, such as for West Africa: the role of religious and tra-
ditional leaders (Diop, 2003); the more positive view on migration (Diop, 2009); the different
conception of nationhood and borders (Mbembe, 2018; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2013) drawn by for-
mer colonial powers; a different role for the courts; and the continued economic, political and
cultural dependency on international donors (Adam et al., 2020).

This paper will particularly enquire how the type of political regime possibly influences
migration policymaking. Different than Natter (2018), however, it does not just enquire about
which different domestic interests drive migration policymaking in different types of political
regimes. Neither does it focus on how migration policies contribute to autocratic regime survival
(Koch et al., 2018; Tsourapas, 2019a). By focusing on the politicization and framing of migration
in the media, before and after the democratic transition, the paper allows for new insights that
move beyond the analysis of the possible effects of political regime change on migration policies. It
proposes a structured enquiry into the changes in migration politics focusing on who makes
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political claims, on which sub-issues, what do they see as the problem, the solution and how they
justify their positions. A frame analysis that unveils actors’ ideas and justifications provides com-
prehensive insights into why actors prioritize international or domestic interests. To fully com-
prehend this dynamic interplay between domestic and international interests, one needs to move
beyond a listing of these interests and the prioritization and enquire about the justification frames
mobilized to prioritize domestic or international interests. This is what this paper proposes to do.

The paper also contributes to the Europeanization beyond Europe literature, which explains
why non-EU countries adopt EU rules and norms or accept to cooperate with the EU. Tra-
ditionally, the literature on Europeanization beyond Europe mainly encompassed research on
trade policy, human rights, good governance, security and foreign policy (Schimmelfenning,
2012). The growing relevance of migration in national political discourses in Europe has resulted
in the growing interest of European governments to externalize EU practices of curtailing irre-
gular migration, border control and migration policymaking to third countries. The EU particu-
larly insists on stimulating third countries to cooperate in taking back their undocumented
emigrants. So far, this literature has paid little attention to differences in EU (migration)
cooperation depending on the type of political regime in the origin country (with the exception
of, e.g., Koch et al., 2018; and Natter, 2018, in this issue). A recent large-scale inquiry on
migration cooperation on forced return with all EU’s external partners from 2008 to 2018
(Stutz & Trauner, 2021) has shown that a shift in political regime has no significant impact
on the ‘return rate’, that is, the ratio between removal orders and forced returns, expressing
the willingness of third countries to cooperate on forcible returns from the EU. Whilst that
study evaluates the regime effect on migration cooperation policies, our study digs into the regime
effect on migration politics.

A third body of literature to which this paper contributes is the ‘framing’ migration policy
literature. Migration policy frames have been abundantly researched in OECD countries.2 How-
ever, as argued by Helbling (2014), the frames proposed are often too specific to allow for large-
scale comparative research. Inspired by the distinction of Habermas (1993) between justifications
for European integration, Helbling (2014) proposes three generic frames justifying migration
policy positions: identity-related justifications, moral-universal and utilitarian arguments.
Habermas (1993) and Helbling (2014, p. 24) refer to identity-related justification frames
when justifications point to ‘ideas and values thought to be inherent to a particular community’;
with moral-universal claims they point to ‘general and universal rights that are claimable and
acceptable by everyone, regardless of his or her particular interest or political identity’, and uti-
litarian frames are defined as ‘those employed to justify a position based on whether that position
may help an actor attain a specific goal or defend a particular interest’. We can expect that the
justification frames for migration policy positions on emigration in West Africa will be different
from those on immigration in Western Europe (see also Adam et al., 2020). However, the very
generic nature of Habermas (1993) frames as applied by Helbling (2014) allows us to see not only
the differences but also the similarities.

One can expect that West African policymakers come up with similar types of moral (human
rights) and utilitarian (economic, security, etc.) frames to justify policy positions on migration
(cooperation), but that the identity frames, if present, will differ. While in Europe, Helbling
(2014) distinguishes ‘nationalistic’ and ‘multicultural’ identity frames that justify actors’ positions
on immigration in Europe, these frames are probably different in a West African context such as
the Gambia, in which not immigration is politicized, but emigration, and particularly the forced
return of undocumented emigrants from Europe and North America. One could expect, for
instance, that references to identity and nationalism are made in the Gambia to deplore the emi-
gration of the bright and the young who should make the country prosper. Or that identity-
related arguments are mobilized to oppose cooperation on forced return with the United States,
the EU and its member states in opposition to Western imperialism. In other West African
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countries that are also important immigrant-receiving states such as Nigeria and Ghana, for
example, we might also observe more ‘nationalistic’ and opposing ‘multicultural’ identity frames,
similarly as Helbling (2014) observes in Western Europe. The most prototypical example of a
‘nationalistic’ immigration discourse in the West African context is probably the history of the
mass expulsion of undocumented West African migrants, most of whom are Ghanaians, by
the Nigerian government in 1983 (Olaleye, 2017).

By coding arguments used by political claim-makers to frame migration issues, we will learn
more on why political actors take the positions they take, and advance insights into the particular
drivers of (return) migration policy in Global South countries.

EMIGRATION, REGIME CHANGE AND MEDIA IN THE GAMBIA

Gambian emigration
With a population of about 2 million (World Bank, 2018), the Gambia has one of the highest
numbers of emigrants in Africa (Kebbeh, 2013). Over the years, the number of Gambians living
abroad has increased significantly, estimated at 87,532 Gambians, or 4%, of the total population
(UNDESA, 2017).3 According to a 2015 United Nations (UN) report, the main destination
countries include the United States (23%), Spain (19%), the UK and Northern Ireland (14%),
Senegal (6%), Sweden (5%), Sierra Leone (5%), Mali (5%), Germany (5%) and Guinea (4%)
(UNDESA, 2015, as cited in Alberola et al., 2018, p. 8). Whilst most other migrants from
West Africa choose other African countries as their destinations, ‘Gambian emigrants opt for
Europe as a destination more often than migrants from other West African countries’ (Zanker
& Altrogge, 2017, p. 3).

Following the popularization of the Sahara Desert and Mediterranean routes among young
Gambians, Italy and Germany became the largest host of Gambian irregular migrants. Gambia’s
emigrants were among the top nationalities crossing the Mediterranean from Libya to Italy
during the peak of the ‘crisis’ in 2015 (Hunt, 2017). An estimated 45,000 Gambian’s have arrived
in Europe through irregular means between 2009 and 2018, and this figure represents more than
2% of the country’s total population (Frontex, 2019). The arrival of Gambian irregular migrants
to Italy was at its highest in 2016, with an estimated total of 11,000 arrivals (Bah & Batista, 2019,
p. 33). In 2018, the asylum claims of 5525 Gambians were rejected by EUmember states (Zanker
et al., 2019, p. 8). Whilst the phenomenon of irregular migration continued, the former presi-
dent, Yahya Jammeh, considered this irregular type of migration as ‘unpatriotic act’ (EASO,
2017, p. 23).4 By his classification of the act of irregular migration as ‘unpatriotic’, Jammeh
implied that young Gambians should stay in the Gambia and contribute to the socio-economic
development of the Gambia instead of emigrating to Western countries for economic reasons.
To counter irregular migration and expanding agricultural production, he created the ‘back to
the land’ initiative in 2009 with the aim of encouraging Gambians, especially young Gambians,
to be involved in agriculture (Secka, 2009). The initiative was largely unsuccessful due to the cli-
entelistic nature of the initiative at the time.

Given the high rate of emigration from the Gambia, remittances constitute a substantial part
of gross domestic product (GDP; 22%) (IFAD, 2017) and a more important source than overseas
development assistance (ODA; 18%, also in 2017) (World Bank, 2019). The Gambia is the
second country in Africa with the highest reliance on remittances for GDP, just after Liberia
(31%) (IFAD, 2017). These remittances are used to feed families, start businesses and support
community-based initiatives. After the 2016 regime change, there was a significant increase in
financial support from the EU to the Gambia. As a result of the revived policy and political dia-
logue between the EU and the Gambia, the EU has disbursed development aid worth €77
million in grant financial assistance to the Gambia to support reforms initiatives of the new gov-
ernment.5 During the last years of the previous autocratic regime, the aid flow was very low due to
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the sour relationship with the EU. ODA by EU institutions to the Gambia increased by more
than 700% between the last year of the autocratic regime and the first year of the democratic
regime (OECD, 2020).

Data on the number of involuntary returns from the EU vary. During the previous regime of
Yahya Jammeh, cooperation on forced return was officially claimed to be absent, but Eurostat
data testify to cooperation. Enforced returns to the Gambia during the Jammeh era were rather
similar compared with after the democratic transition. For example, in 2009, a total of 460 Gam-
bians were returned from Europe (Eurostat, 2019). This is similar to the number of returns per
year since the change of government in 2016 (320 Gambians returned from the EU in 2017, 440
in 2018 and 455 in 2019). Media reporting on these returns, however, was non-existent. The
regime change in 2016 witnessed an improved access to information on issues such as migration
cooperation. In parallel, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) established its
country office in the Gambia prior to the regime change but became more active post-2016.
It has actively collaborated with the new government to strengthen migration governance and
provides assistance to returnees through its ‘Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration’ pro-
gramme. The IOM has, since the change of regime, also collaborated with local civil society
organizations in sensitization campaigns and capacity-building programmes to reduce the rate
of irregular migration from the Gambia. In addition to its reintegration projects, the IOM
also plays a key role in migration policy development in the Gambia and has actively partaken
in the design and validation of the first ever Gambia National Migration Policy.

Regime change
The political landscape in the Gambia changed drastically as a result of the December 2016 pre-
sidential elections. For the first time in 52 years, Gambians successfully changed their govern-
ment through the ballot box. The then incumbent President Yahya Jammeh came to power
through a military coup in 1994. He took over from the democratically elected president
Dawda Jawara (1965–94) until his defeat in the 2016 presidential elections – in a country he
had vowed to rule for ‘A Billion Years’ (Jallow, 2017, p. 5). Jammeh ruled the small West African
state of 2 million people for 22 years. Human rights groups accused him of systematically repres-
sing dissent (Jallow, 2017). Relations with Western donor countries were strained (Reuters,
2016). Jammeh’s election defeat led to the victory of Adama Barrow, a coalition candidate
who eventually became the elected president. Three months before the elections, Barrow had
resigned from his party the United Democratic Party (UDP) to run as the flagbearer of the
coalition team that won with 43.3% of the total votes (Lansford, 2019, p. 569).

The regime changed was largely welcomed by domestic, international and regional political
actors. Domestically, the change marked the first transfer of power through election since inde-
pendence and an end to 22 years of dictatorship which was largely characterized by a complete
disregard to the rule of law, repression and massive human rights violations. Regionally, the
change resulted in the strengthening of diplomatic ties with neighbouring countries such as
Senegal, with whom diplomatic relations were far from optimal before. In the wider international
context, the change was widely welcomed because it opened doors for greater collaboration with
the new government, in particular for European actors. In a press release at the end of the Inter-
national Conference for the Gambia in May 2018 (European Commission, 2018), the European
Commission confirmed the active financial support by the EU for the democratic transition and
lists migration as one of the key areas of cooperation.

Since its inauguration in January 2017, the Barrow-led government has instituted a wide
range of reforms including the establishment of the Truth, Reconciliation and Reparations Com-
mission and the Constitutional Review Commission (Jaw, 2018). Freedom of expression and
association have somewhat improved under the current new government. Despite the popularity
of the Barrow government in the aftermath of the 2016 elections, recent protests in the country
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have called for his resignation due to his intentions to contest in the 2021 elections and breaking
his promise to only serve for three years. Opposition parties have been vocal against major gov-
ernment policies and many new political parties were created in view of the 2021 elections.

Media in the Gambia
The media play an instrumental role in disseminating and shaping public opinion on issues that
affect day-to-day living. The mass media can ‘politicize certain issues while depoliticizing others’
and ‘frame them in ways that make some positions appear more legitimate or feasible that others’
(Hampshire, 2013, p. 6). An independent and free press plays a significant role in the enhance-
ment of democracy and the respect for rule of law. After gaining Independence from Britain in
1965, the first republic under President Dawda Jawara introduced the necessary legal frameworks
for a viable and independent press (Senghore, 2012).

With the military coup in 1994, the Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council under Presi-
dent Yaya Jammeh brought forward new laws that negatively affected overall press freedom in the
Gambia. Higher registration fees for private media houses and greater censorship were prevalent
(Senghore, 2012). In the subsequent years, many more controversial media laws were passed in
the Gambian parliament heavily dominated by his party. Despite the unfavourable media climate
in the Gambia, private media houses continued to be vocal against corruption, human rights vio-
lations, bad governance and nepotism. This, however, came with a high price such as closure of
media houses, disappearance of journalists concerned, torture and even the death of journalists
(Noble, 2018).

The new regime has so far adopted a much friendlier stance towards the media (Table 1).
Since the change in 2016, the Gambia has witnessed a surge in private media houses. Access
and diffusion of information have improved since 2016 (European External Action Service
[EEAS], 2017). In the methodology section we explain the various media outlets analysed
and their status in the Gambia, as well as how we analysed these.

METHODOLOGY: A COMBINED ANALYSIS OF POLITICIZATION AND
FRAMING OF MIGRATION

Data selection
The purpose of the paper is to conduct a combined politicization and frame analysis of migration
in major Gambian newspapers. We aim to analyse how migration (cooperation) became politi-
cized with transition to democracy in 2016 and how actors frame their position. The newspaper
outlets used in this paper were selected based on their popularity, quality, circulation and extent
of available archives. We analysed the newspapers between 2009 and 2020.6 We included three

Table 1. Gambia world press freedom ranking index.
Year Ranking

2019 92/180 ↑

2018 122/180 ↑

2017 143/180 ↑

2016 145/180 ↑

2015 151/180 ↑

2014 155/180 ↓

2013 152/180 =

Source: See https://rsf.org/en/gambia.
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traditional media sources: Foroyaa Newspaper, Point Newspaper and Standard Newspaper; and two
digital media sources: Fatu Network and Freedom Newspaper (Table 2). All these newspapers
publish news stories daily. The two digital media sources were chosen based on their popularity
as leading online newspapers in the Gambia and the because of their quality journalism. The
Foroyaa Newspaper is one of the oldest newspapers in the Gambia. It is affiliated to the one of
the most popular opposition parties in the Gambia, the People’s Democratic Organization for
Independence and Socialism (PDOIS) (EEAS, 2017). In the previous regime, journalists and
editors from the Foroyaa Newspaper have faced numerous arrest and detention due to news stories
that were deemed critical of the former regime (Joof, 2010). The Point Newspaper and the Stan-
dard Newspaper identify themselves as independent newspapers. The Point Newspaper has been
operating in the Gambia for a few decades now. The Standard Newspaper was once shut down by
Yaya Jammeh for covering sensitive political issues (IFEX, 2012). The Freedom Newspaper is seen
as one of the most critical diaspora-based newspapers (Joof, 2010). Lastly, the Fatu Network is
one of the leading online news platforms in the Gambia. Other popular news outlets such as the
Daily Observer (pro-government, 1994–2016), The Voice Newspaper and Gainako Newspaper
(both private, with a smaller readership by young, educated Gambians) were excluded due to
the non-availability of online archives.

In the selected outlets, we found 129 newspaper articles on migration. News articles were col-
lected through keywords/terms search such as ‘Migration’, ‘Migrant’, ‘Returnees’, ‘Return’,
‘Back-way’7 (the Gambian vocabulary to talk about irregular migration) ‘Irregular’, ‘Diaspora’,
‘Deportation’, ‘Deport’, ‘Repatriation’, ‘Moratorium’ (the term used to speak about the temporary
suspension of forced returns), ‘Remittances’, ‘Protest’, ‘Youth Unemployment’ and ‘EU’. The
newspaper articles include governments’ press releases, newspaper contributions from civil
society representatives, articles written by independent journalists, and interviews with ordinary
citizens and returnees.

Data analysis
The coding of our newspaper articles combined a political claims analysis (Koopmans & Sta-
tham, 1999) that enquires ‘whethermigration is politicized’ and a (critical) frame analysis (Verloo,
2005; Helbling, 2014) that studies ‘how it is politicized’. The analysis of political claims-making
is a way to study politicization. Politicization, in the political claims-making analysis as proposed
by Koopmans and Statham (1999, p. 214), is indicated not only by a numerical increase of claims
(salience), but also by the diversifying and polarizing claims.

Newspaper articles were analysed using a coding scheme that seeks to capture politicization
and framing as following. In all articles, we searched for the following:

. Claimant(s) in the newspaper article (who takes a stance, who makes a claim).

Table 2. Newspaper outlets analysed.
Newspaper Newspaper type Political affiliation Available archives

Foroyaa Newspaper Traditional PDOIS affiliated 2009–19

Point Newspaper Traditional Independent 2014–19

Standard Newspaper Traditional Independent 2014–20

Fatu Network Digital Independent 2016–20

Freedom Newspaper Digital Independent 2016–19

Note: PDOIS, People’s Democratic Organization for Independence and Socialism.
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. The claim (what is asked, criticized or argued).

. The addressee of the claims (who is criticized, who is supposed to act).

. The justification of the claim (why is action needed, why do actors take the position they take,
how do they legitimize their position).

. The problem (what is seen to be a policy problem).

. The cause of problem (what is seen as the cause of the problem).

. The solution for the problem (what should be done).

The response to these detailed questions was of course not available for all newspaper articles
and seemed overly detailed. However, it allowed us to discover whether migration was increas-
ingly politicized after the regime change and to gain insights in which migration (cooperation)
themes were addressed in the media before and after the regime change, by whom, how and why.
Our analysis was the most detailed on the most salient migration issue, namely on cooperation on
the forcible return of emigrated Gambians. On this topic we found more than sufficient articles
to distinguish between different justification frames, which detail how actors legitimize the pos-
itions they take.

For the categorization of the justification frames, we relied on the generic distinction by
Habermas (1993) between three types of frames on European integration: identity-related jus-
tifications, moral-universal and utilitarian arguments. As explained above, these frames were
also used by Marc Helbling to frame immigration debates in Western Europe (Helbling,
2014). We enquired how these generic frames apply (or not) in the Gambian migration policy
context.

RESULTS

This section presents the results of our combined politicization and frame analysis. It demon-
strates the increasing media coverage of migration (cooperation) since the democratic transition,
the particular salience of the forcible return of undocumented migrants from Europe, the increas-
ingly diverse set of claimants on this salient policy issue, the diverging policy positions and the
widening set of justification frames for (non-)cooperation. This information on the policymakers’
interests and justifications paints a first picture of the drivers of Gambian migration policy
cooperation with the EU before and after regime change.

An increasing coverage of migration
A first, rather self-evident observation is that the change in government in 2016 witnessed a sig-
nificant change in terms of newspaper coverage of migration in the Gambia. During the Jammeh
era, newspaper coverage of migration (cooperation) was minimal (n = 16, or an average of two per
year). This can be attributed to the absence of media freedom and the former regime’s unco-
operative stance on migration (cooperation) with the EU and major Western nations such as
the United States and the UK. The change from an authoritarian regime to a democratic regime
in 2016 witnessed a clear increase in newspaper coverage on migration (n = 113, or an average of
37 articles per year).

A strong focus on forced return
Regarding the themes discussed in Gambian media (Table 3), the small number of newspaper
stories prior to the regime change were mainly on emigration and the factors driving it (n =
16). The articles also point to the need for young people to stay and work in the Gambia as
opposed to emigrating to Europe. Even though the previous regime fiercely opposed cooperation
on forced return, the issue was not politicized via the media.
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The democratic transition in 2016 corresponded to a fundamental change in themes covered in
the newspapers, with one topic standing out: forced return (n = 67). A second theme covered is
migration cooperation beyond forced return, for example, articles informing on trainings and pro-
jects on migration governance funded by the EU and other international donors (n = 30). The
dominance of these two themes can be attributed to two reasons. First, the new government’s
increasingly close relationship with the EU and the United States, and the growing desire by
these actors to enforce the return of irregular migrants, which was somewhat difficult in the pre-
vious regimedue to the strained relationships that existed between the previous regime andEUand
international actors. Second, the possibility for members of the opposition, civil society actors and
citizens to now voice in the press on cooperation on forced return. Many oppose this cooperation
given the importance of remittances formanyGambian families. The othermigration themes cov-
ered as of 2016, but by far minoritarian, are some articles raising awareness of the dangers of irre-
gular migration (n = 14), and articles on the need to develop a diaspora policy (n = 2).

Given the relatively high level of emigration and growing Gambian diaspora, as well as their
significant contribution to the Gambian economy through remittances, it is surprising that news-
paper coverage on these topics is minimal. This could perhaps be attributed to the long culture of
mobility and thus its eventual normalization within Gambian society. The limited articles on
emigration and diaspora most often cite youth unemployment and poverty as the reasons for
high level of outwards migration from the Gambia during both the previous and current regimes.
Returnees and ordinary citizens constitute the main claims-makers in this category. Job creation,
youth empowerment and the provision of viable opportunities to the young population have been
widely cited as the possible solutions to reduce irregular migration from the Gambia.

Below,we elaborate on how themost prominent theme (forced return of emigratedGambians)
is addressed in the Gambian media. We also describe who the claim-makers are on forced return
and how the different actors’ perspectives differ from each other.We found particularly rich infor-
mation on how actors legitimate their position, that is, justification frames. Together, this infor-
mation reveals how the forced return of irregularGambianmigrants is framed in the national press
outlets.Moreover, these justification frames tell us why political actors think theGambian govern-
ment should or should not cooperate with the EU on forcible returns of emigrated Gambians. As
such, it gives first insights into the drivers ofmigration cooperation before and after regime change.

The framing of forced return: diversifying claimants and policy positions
Since the regime change in 2016, perspectives on cooperation on forced return in the media
strongly increased and diversified (Table 4). Whilst before only the president had taken a

Table 3. Newspaper coverage of migration by theme: pre- and post-regime change.
Description 2009–16 2017–20

Factors for emigration and diaspora 14 16

Forced return 2 67

Migration cooperation beyond return – 30

Total 16 113

Table 4. Different perspectives on forced return.
Description 2009–16 2017–20

Newspaper articles containing perspectives of political actors 2 29

Newspaper articles containing perspectives of civil society – 29
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position, now a diverse set of actors’ voices is present in the media on cooperation on forced
return. They include more political actors (the president, ministers, members of parliament
(MPs), opposition leaders), international organizations and civil society actors (civil society lea-
ders, returnees and citizens). After the initial coding, the articles we found were further divided
into two subcategories depending on the types of claimants: political actors (the president, min-
isters, MPs, opposition members) and civil society actors (civil society leaders, returnees and
citizens).

The political actors’ perspective was clearly dominant during the Jammeh era. As said, there
was little coverage on migration in general during the Jammeh era, but the two articles we found
were from the president and the Interior Ministry. These two articles advance postcolonial resist-
ance against political dominance from the EU and the United States as a justification for not
cooperating on forced return. For example, in the height of the 2015 ‘migrant and refugee crisis’,
Jammeh, whilst addressing a huge number of his supporters, said that:

If the EU targets African migrants at the sea, very soon they will see it. We Africans are not fools any-

more. It is going to be a declaration of war for which we are ready.…We are not afraid of any European

country. Touch a Gambian and see what is going to happen.8

In a similar but different occasion whilst referring to the EU, he stated that: ‘When we have the
so-called partners who still believe that Africa should be colonized in one way or the other, and
they hoodwink us into what they call a partnership.’9 The little coverage of cooperation on forced
return and the opposing discourse of the president on this topic do not necessarily mean that
forced return did not happen. Eurostat data, albeit with its limitations of data quality and
reliability (Stutz & Trauner, 2021), give an indication that the number of Gambians returned
following an order to leave fluctuated (for instance, 460 returned in 2009 and 210 returned in
2015), but always continued (Eurostat, 2019). It is thus not necessarily policies on cooperation
to forced return that changed, but politics.

With transition to democracy in 2016, we observed a strong increase in newspaper coverage
on forced return. As opposed to only two newspaper articles, we count a total of 29 newspaper
articles from 2017 to 2020. The main claimants clearly diversified. Beyond a diversification of
governmental actors (such as the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Gambia
Immigration Department, Gambia Police Force, Ministry of Youths and Sports, National
Assembly and Office of the President), now also opposition leaders (such as MPs) take positions,
as well as civil society leaders, returnees and other individual citizens.

Since the regime change, the new government changed its policy regarding cooperation on
forced return twice already. Originally it cooperated on forced return with the EU as well as
with the United States. Following a non-binding agreement with the EU in May 2018, Euro-
pean governments started to increase returns, not always following the standards agreed upon
(Zanker et al., 2019). Things escalated on the occasion of a collective return flight fromGermany
in February 2019 when returnees and Gambian security forces violently clashed at Banjul Inter-
national Airport. This was a major turning point as far as cooperation on forced return is con-
cerned. Social media and the press in the Gambia reported widely about it, civil society
organizations of deportees and the diaspora organized, and public manifestations were planned
and held. Returnees, relatives of returnees and ordinary citizens all joined in the protest demand-
ing the government of the Gambia to immediately halt deportations. In response to this public
outcry, the Gambian government decided to declare a moratorium on forced returns from the
EU in March 2019. In January 2020, the moratorium was lifted again. The frames justifying
(non-)cooperation with the EU on forced return have changed also. The identity-related ‘post-
colonial resistance frame’ from the Jammeh era disappeared from the government discourse (but
appeared in civil society discourse), and governmental justification frames diversified, now
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including moral frames (human rights and democratic responsiveness) and utilitarian frames
(economic and security) (Table 5).

In the aftermath of the regime change, the government initially used utilitarian and moral
frames to justify its cooperation on forced return with the EU. The utilitarian justifications

Table 5 Frames for (non) cooperation on forced return pre and post regime change in The Gambia

PERIOD

TYPE OF ACTORS
AND

JUSTIFICATIONS

FRAMES

IDENTITY
FRAME MORAL FRAME

UTILITARIAN
FRAME

Pre-regime

change

Government’s

justification for

non-cooperation

Postcolonial

resistance:

Not be

colonized

twice

Independence

Sovereignty

- -

Just after the

regime change

Government’s

justification for

cooperation

- Human rights:

Protection of citizens

due to fragile

situation in Lybia

Democratic

Responsiveness:

Responding to

citizens requests

Economic:

Human resource

needs

After the

regime change

(moratorium on

returns period)

Government’s

justification for

non-cooperation

- Human rights:

Need for humane

modalities

Security:

Fragile security at

airport

Civil society

actor’s justification for

non-cooperation

Postcolonial

resistance:

Slave

treatment

Racist acts

Returnees

shuffed and

shackled

Human rights:

Inhumane treatment

Economic:

Unemployment

Remittances

Security:

Possibility of crime

After the

regime change

(after the lifting

of the

moratorium)

Government’s

justification for

cooperation

- - Economic:

Welfare of citizens

(cooperation with

the EU is in our

mutual interest:

donor funding

needed)
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refer to the need for human resources in the Gambia. Since 2016, the new government under
Adama Barrow has called on Gambians abroad to return and partake in national development.
The new government has argued that the ‘new Gambia’ needs adequate human resources for
national development. Returnees from Libya, Europe and the United States are seen as great
opportunities to provide the much-needed human resources. During the signing of the EU’s
€3.9 million Emergency Trust Fund for Africa (EUTF) project for the reintegration of returnees
in the Gambia, the Minister of Interior posited that:

The political will is there and that is why we as government take this very serious. We have thousands of

our citizens in Europe whose future is not promising. These people belong to this country and we must

work hard and grow our economy and build a society that will encourage our young people to stay, by

providing infrastructure, education and job opportunities for them.10

The government also used moral (human rights) frames to justify its cooperation on forced
return, referring to the dangers of irregular migration and the abuse irregular Gambian migrants
face in their host countries. For example, the former Interior Minister said during a welcoming
ceremony of returnees from Libya:

The returnees requested the Gambia government to help bring them home as they could not bear their

living condition in the North African war-torn country. About 1000 Gambians in Libya are stranded in

Tripoli and many of them want to come home. Most of them are victims of crime and they have no

money, food or proper shelter and their living condition is abominable.11

In the new democracy, MPs, some of whom are part of opposition parties, oppose cooperation on
forced return, pointing at the Gambia’s current fragile security situation. During an oral response
session in the National Assembly by the former Minister of Foreign Affairs, an MP from one of
the biggest constituencies in the Gambia, Halifa Sallah, argued that:

Gambia is caught in a transition. Measures must be taken to get cooperation from partners that this is not

the time to deport Gambians back to their country. The international partners are not listening because

they will continue to dump Gambians in The Gambia anytime thereby creating tensions when the Gam-

bia already has a transition to manage in order to move towards a genuine democratic situation.12

Members of some opposition parties have also blamed donor funding for cooperation, such as a
member of one of the biggest opposition party, the Gambia Democratic Congress:

One of the deportees from America said on the Kerr Fatou TV show that the Gambian government

received 40 million dollars and accepted deportation. Besides, even if they received the said amount of

million dollars, they will embezzle the money, but they will never invest it into the youths or in any

other development sector. This government has failed because they cannot create a single job since

they came, and they have no good plan for the deportees. That’s why one of the deportees was said to

have committed suicide, which is very sad.13

Next to the government perspectives on cooperation on forced return, we see, as of 2016, an
important number of media articles appearing which translate the claims of returnees (n = 18),
mostly from Europe (n = 8) and Libya (n = 10). During the Jammeh era, given the lack of access
to media outlets by returnees, little was known about them. The claims of returnees were mostly
directed to the government, IOM and the EU. Returnees from Libya, mainly repatriated by the
IOM through its Assisted Voluntary Return and Re-integration programme, explain that they
accepted to return due to the security situation in Libya, human rights abuses, kidnappings
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and slavery. Returnees from Europe, mainly Germany, claim that deportation agreements
between the new government and the EU in exchange for donor funding are the sole reason
why they have been deported. Whilst there is currently no official readmission agreement
between the Gambia and any EU member state, the forced returnees might refer to informal
non-binding agreements, such as the good-practice agreement with the EU of May 2018, or
to the informal conditionality of donor aid to return rates.

When the government declared the moratorium on forced returns from the EU in March
2019, their justifications largely followed the civil society leaders’ moral frames on the need
for more ‘humane’ conditions,14 although in a more tempered language. Indeed, civil society
organizations such as Concerned Youth Gambia (CYG) referred to the ‘inhumane nature of
deportations’ and the ‘associated social stigma’,15 they strongly voiced against the ‘infringement
of human rights’ when deportees are ‘cuffed and had their legs shackled’. This mistreatment, civil
society organizations argued, echoes ‘slave treatment’, as the following quotations show: ‘we are
no longer in a time of slavery anymore’; ‘maltreatment should halt’; and ‘these are heartless,
wicked, racist acts’.16 Framing opposition to forced return in these terms seems to mobilize a
mixture of moral and identity-related arguments in which the West is blamed as continuing
its imperialistic and racist policies of the past. The government responded with moral justifica-
tion frames by declaring to ‘care for the protection and security of all its citizens’ and ‘to take the
plight of the deportees seriously’.17 Wanting to show empathy towards the public outcry, the
government spokesman even launched a declaration that ‘President Adama Barrow is a deportee
from Germany’ and that ‘my son was deported from America’.18

The government and civil society leaders also propose utilitarian justifications for non-
cooperation in 2019 to back up the decision of enacting a temporary moratorium on forced
returns. The government put forward pragmatic security arguments in case of collective
returns. Referring to the violent outbreak between deportees and the Gambian security forces
in February 2019, it argues that ‘the number of people repatriated puts constraints on the
immigration and security service at the airport’.19 Civil society actors justify their opposition
to cooperation on forced return with other utilitarian arguments, some of an economic nature,
such as the importance of remittances and the increase of youth unemployment, and others
security related, such as the risk of increasing youth crime.20 One of the spokespersons at
the ‘march to end mass deportations’ in March 2019 reminded the government of the impor-
tance of remittances:

Gambian immigrants cannot take care of their families or make any useful contribution in The Gambia if

they are deported. We are calling on the government to remember the remittances from the diaspora,

which is estimated to represent about 30% of the country’s GDP.21

Officially, as of 1 January 2020, the moratorium on forcible returns was lifted again. The govern-
ment justified this decision by a mixture of utilitarian and moral arguments: ‘having [been able to]
set [its] conditions’ and, for the ‘welfare of its citizens, [since] cooperation with the EU is in our
mutual interest’.22 With this last statement saying that ‘cooperation with the EU is in our mutual
interest’, the government seems to refer the continued need for EU donor funding. The news-
paper articles reveal that the conditions that the Gambian government demanded from the
EU included new arrangements to accept only Gambians whose asylum applications were
rejected and had a history of crime (compared with previously, where all failed Gambian asylum
applicants were accepted for deportation).

Civil society actors who voice in the press on forced return include civil society leaders, news-
paper editors, individual citizens and relatives of returnees (n = 11). We have observed that a
majority of the citizens who pronounce on forced return strongly oppose cooperation and suggest
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that the conditionality of donor funding is the prime reason why the government accepts to
cooperate (n = 8).

Citizens also propose solutions. Most claim that the government’s priority should be to
address the current challenges of the youth in the country instead of bringing in more returnees
to add to the already existing problem. Furthermore, we observe a mistrust of the government by
citizens regarding funds meant for the re-integration of returnees. Most claims by citizens point
to the need for IOM and EU support to be directly given to returnees instead of the conventional
support to the government, which is said to not reach returnees. For example, one citizen stated that:

I would simply want to remind and plead with the international community that handing over the bud-

geted funds destined to returnees in the hands of governments that failed them and made them do what

they did, will not solve the problem neither.23

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results have shown that the democratic transition in the Gambia correlated with a change in
migration politics, and most importantly on the most salient issue of forcible returns of undocu-
mented Gambians. Our analysis also highlights that the democratic transition does not necess-
arily pair with a change in policies. There has been no clear reduction nor a clear increase of forced
returnees after the transition. However, we did observe that the government now openly takes
position on this salient policy issue in the press, and that they are being criticized on their policy
by an increasing number of actors. The regime shift has not only diversified the actors and claims
regarding forced return but also the solutions proposed and the frames to justify the actor’s pos-
itions. The new democratic government, whilst largely criticized for remaining too silent and
secretive about its negotiations with the EU (Zanker et al., 2019), has to respond to an increas-
ingly wide set of claimants, claims and also arguments to stop cooperation on forced return. It
responded probably for too long with silence (p. 9), but also diversified its sets of justification
frames, thereby partially following civil society leaders. As stated by Zanker et al. (2019, p. 9),
the moratorium on forced returns allowed the government ‘to buy time with international part-
ners while sending a symbolic message to the domestic audience that it takes their concerns
seriously’. The struggle of the Gambian government to find a position that caters to the needs
of both international donors and domestic electorates demonstrates the difficult struggles on
(migration) policymaking in aid-dependent Global South democracies, where migration policy-
making, differently than in Western democracies, and in autocracies, is an intricate ‘intermestic’
struggle between manifold contrasting claims, claimants and frames of domestic and inter-
national actors. Global North democracies also need to respond to manifold claims, claimants
and frames when developing migration policies, but they must deal very little with foreign
donors. In aid-dependent Gambia, the interests of its most important donor, the EU (EEAS,
2019), become an important part of the puzzle to understand the policies and policy positions
of the Gambian government.

During the last two decades, migration came more to the foreground inWest African politics
such as in Ghana, Senegal and the Gambia, and particularly on the sub-issues of international
emigration and EU cooperation (on forced return) (Adam et al., 2020). Studies explaining
migration politics and policies have for too long centred on so-called Western states. A focus
on Global South countries allows gaining insights into a broader spectrum of explanations of
migration policymaking. The Gambia offers a fruitful case study for further understanding the
still little researched ‘regime effect’ on migration policies and politics. Relying on newspaper
data, this paper investigated the politicization and framing of migration in the Gambia, before
and after the democratic transition in 2016.
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Our mere observation that the democratic transition in the Gambia correlated with an
increasing politicization of migration does not allow to deduce a cause-and-effect relationship.
After all, one could argue that the ‘migration crisis’ in Europe, which took place in 2015–16,
and the following EU opportunities for migration funding, have led to an increasing politiciza-
tion of migration, as economic and political gains were to be expected. In a similar (albeit some-
what different) vein, it has been shown that the increased migration funding opportunities led to
a rise of involvement of domestic actors, in autocratic states in the Global South (such as Egypt,
Tsourapas, 2020; and Jordan, Tsourapas, 2019b), as well as democratic states (such as Ghana and
Senegal). Some extra evidence allows us, however, to ascertain that the democratic transition was
at least a necessary condition to account for the politicization of migration and the appearance of
novel frames in the Gambia. Whilst the ‘European migration crisis’ started in 2015, the demo-
cratic transition in the Gambia only happened in December 2016. During these two full years
when the European migration crisis was ongoing, there was, however, no politicization of
migration (cooperation) in the then unfree Gambian media. This implied that, under Jammeh,
cooperation between the EU and the Gambia on forced returns happened in a covert, unknown
and depoliticized way, far away from the (then still unfree) press.

Beyond our contribution to the study of the politicization of migration, our research also pro-
vides insights into how salient migration issues are framed in a West African context, and this
across political regimes. We showed that the generic Habermasian migration policy frames as
used by Helbling (2014) contribute to provide insights into how Gambian policymakers and
civil society actors justify their policy positions. Our frame analysis also led to the uncovering
of an identity-related justification frame for non-cooperation on forced return that might be par-
ticularly relevant for West Africa, the historical region out of which a very high percentage of
Africans were forcibly displaced during the transatlantic slave trade and in which all countries
are former colonies. Although the relevance of the postcolonial resistance frame on migration
cooperation should not be overestimated (as it was present but not dominant after the democratic
transition), one should be aware that next to economic and political interests (Adam et al., 2020),
the painful history of EU–Africa relations is not to be neglected when explaining migration pol-
icymaking in West Africa. Particularly when the images of forcible moves of cuffed and shackled
people are so similar. Further studies on the framing of migration in former colonized states
could enquire how and when history matters in migration-policymaking, and whether historical
justifications in the form of a postcolonial resistance frame appear differently in authoritarian and
democratic states.

By showing the increasing politicization of migration –specifically on the issue of forcible
returns of undocumented migrants – as well the diversifying claims-makers, policy positions
and justification frames – the study provides further insights into the changed migration politics
after a democratic transition. As in other West African democracies, the now democratic
migration policymaking in the Gambia appears as a complex intermestic policy issue (Adam
et al., 2020), in which the government navigates between an increasingly voicing citizenry and
international donors. Once pleasing the one, once the other, or trying to make a compromise,
the government mobilizes an ever-richer variety of justification frames to defend its (shifting)
positions. Together with other research on migration policy interests in the Global South
(e.g., Adam et al., 2020; Mouthaan, 2019; Natter, 2018), our study is an invitation to further
investigate the politicization and framing of migration in the Global South and this across pol-
itical regimes, and varying contexts of aid dependency.
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NOTES

1. We acknowledge that a full understanding of the politics of migration in the Gambia cannot be realized only

on the basis of a media analysis. For a full analysis of the politics of migration, interviews with policymakers and

civil society are required. However, this media analysis provides a partial analysis of the politics of migration, and

offers very relevant insights into how the politicization and framing of migration changed with transition to

democracy.

2. OECD means Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

3. UNDESA means United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

4. EASO means European Asylum Support Office.

5. Point Newspaper, December 20, 2019 (article 22).

6. We analysed the newspaper articles that appeared between 1 January 2009 and 10 January 2020.

7. ‘Back-way’ is the term to describe irregular migration in Gambia.

8. Standard Newspaper, May 28, 2015 (article 74).

9. Point Newspaper, January 9, 2013 (article 3).

10. Standard Newspaper, November 6, 2017 (article 84).

11. Foroyaa Newspaper, March 13, 2017 (article 27).

12. Foroyaa Newspaper, March 16, 2018 (article 43).

13. Freedom Newspaper, March 19, 2018 (article 66).

14. Foroyaa Newspaper, March 11, 2019 (article 109).

15. Freedom Newspaper, March 8, 2019 (article 108).

16. Standard Newspaper, March 8, 2019 (article 111).

17. Freedom Newspaper, March 8, 2019 (article 108).

18. Fatu Network, March 8, 2019 (article 107).

19. Standard Newspaper, March 8, 2019 (article 111).

20. Point Newspaper, March 11, 2019 (article 109).

21. Standard Newspaper, March 8, 2019 (article 111).

22. Standard Newspaper, February 12, 2020 (article 129).

23. Freedom Newspaper, December 8, 2017 (article 123).
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